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Reference: A. Minutes of the 148 th PPCLI REC Meeting, dated 13 Dec, 2013
Chair:

LCol N.J.E. Grimshaw

Chairman of the REC/CO 1 PPCLI

Members Present:

LCol K.A. Gallinger
LCol W.K. Niven
LCol R.T. Ritchie

CO French Grey Bn via teleconf
ERE Rep Ottawa and Quebec via teleconf
CO 2 PPCLI; ERE Rep for Saskatchewan and
Manitoba
CO 3 PPCLI
ERE Rep Alberta (less Wainwright) BC and
North
CO 3Cdn Div TC; ERE Rep for Wainwright
RSM 2 PPCLI; NCM ERE Rep for
Saskatchewan and Manitoba
RSM 3 PPCLI;
NCM ERE Rep Ottawa and Quebec
NCM ERE Rep Ottawa and Quebec via teleconf

LCol J.W. Errington
LCol M.J. Stalker
LCol R.T. Strickland
CWO T.B. D'Andrade
CWO P.M. Francis
CWO S.V. Merry
MWO M.P. Forest

Ex-Officio Members:

LGen (Ret'd) R.R. Crabbe COR
Maj S.G.J. Lerch
RM, Secretary
Maj H.J.S. Mandaher
PD AO, Treasurer

Guests:

Capt A.M. Younghusband

RAdjt

NOTE 1: OPis are denoted in BOLD TYPE.
The meeting was called to order at 0920 hrs by the Chairman, LCol Grimshaw.
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Opening Remarks.

2

3

a.

The Chairman welcomed everyone to the REC meeting and noted the
amount of ground to cover based on 100th planning Meeting held the day
prior. All recent initiatives will be covered under New Business;

b.

Pointed out that Capt Peabody will be moving to Calgary from the AO to
take up duties as the GM of the Museum once WO Yardley retires this
summer; and

c.

COR: Commented on the professional work done by the REC on behalf of
the Regiment.

Review of Minutes (Ref A).
a.

Page 8, Para 6(a) -Museum Collections: Overhead coverings to prevent
water damage to art work are in progress. Quotes are being sourced and
preventative measures should be installed by Jul;

b.

Page 8, Para 6(c) - Regimental Manual: the 2014 edition will be issued
shortly as it required Guard input on issues regarding the Roll of Honour
and Hall of Honour;

c.

Page 8, Para 6( e) - The increased numbers in the VRCP is thanks to the
work ofBn QMSis;

d.

Page 11, Para 10(c) - Stars and Crowns for officer rank insignia. There
has been some inquires about the insignia as the date to revert back to this
system is 4 Aug. Metal ranks worn on DEU will be issued through
Logistics Unicorp. Mess kit rank will be 'bullion' style; and

e.

Page 12, Para lO(f)- 3 PPCLI does have IP over-watch on the Laval
Liberty Leadership program and it will be cited in the Regimental Manual.

Reports.
a.

Regimental Calendar.
The Chair noted the fol dates to be amended to the calendar for 2014 (PD
AO):
(1)

8 May - Changed to 17 Apr for AB Legislative Assembly
Invitation;

(2)

1-9 Jun -Frezenberg Commemoration (FC) Confirmatory Reece
(2 PPCLI);

(3)

17 Jun - 3rd Div TC CoC and RSM Appointment;

(4)

18 Jun -Next REC;

(5)

19 Jun- 1 CMBG Div CoC;

(6)

20 Jun - 100th Planning Update Meeting;
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b.

4

(7)

17 Jul -3 rd Cdn Div CoC (TBC);

(8)

14-21 Jul- Climb of Mt Hamilton Gault (3 PPCLI);

(9)

5-7 Aug- Climb of Mt Buller (3 PPCLI); and

(10)

7-13 May 2015 - FC Dates (2 PPCLI).

C-in-C Visits. C-in-C should be included in the Bldg naming ceremony in
Shilo 25 Apr 2015 (RM).

Financial Review.
a.

Regimental Fund Review.
(1)

RM reviewed General Fund Balance Sheet assets. There is $565k
cash on-hand which includes DHH money for the Museum
Improvement Project ($46lk). Less DHH funds, there is $104,609
on hand;

(2)

Accounts Receivable - $28,000 typically for the Benevolent Fund
and various invoices waiting settlement. TD is covered through
PF. Long term investments are doing well with a total of $418k.
Capital Assets, no significant change however, an appraisal is
required on HGMP and all artifacts and property as they are
believed to be undervalued. Total assets $3,794,830, with
liabilities it brings it to $3,789,172;

(3)

Discussion initiated by COR on how the Museum artifacts are
valued. When was the last assessment done on property value?
COR acknowledged that the estimated value of assets seems very
low. RM explained the process based on collections categories
and portions. It is RHQ's intent to initiate an annual appraisal
program, assessing a different section each year. This will be
reflected in the Museum's insurance coverage. COR was
concerned about insurance coverage outside of the Museum centric
to the units. RHQ is developing a method to delineate between Bn
memorabilia and Regimental property and the accounting process
for both;

(4)

COR is concerned over the replacement value and suggested that
an accurate appraisal is needed to ensure the Regimental property
is adequately covered. CO 1 PPCLI pointed out that an inventory
list is required across the Regiment and an updated appraisal is
needed. CO 3 PPCLI queried about how often appraisals are
needed given the potential value. This should be noted in one of
the manuals to ensure that an appraisal is to be initiated based on
an assigned timeline;
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b.

(5)

CO 1 PPCLI noted that with current renovation to the Museum an
appraisal is required. RM concurred and noted that it will be cited
in the Museum Operations Manual as direction to the Heritage
Officer and GM to ensure accurate appraisals is maintained;

(6)

CO 3 Cdn Div TC wanted to know if individual unit holdings will
be brought onto the Regimental books to ensure they are all under
the same insurance umbrella. This would ensure Regimental
property is properly tracked if a unit is closed-out;

(7)

CO 3 PPCLI - Do we have insurance coverage on both types of
holdings? How do we differentiate between unit property and
Regimental property? CO 3 Cdn Div TC suggested everything
should be considered Regimental property. CO 3 PPCLI was
concerned that some items are purchased through Bn funds and
therefor belong to the respective Bn;

(8)

CO 2 PPCLI suggested that units should have autonomy over their
property, however when making a decision to divest an item it
must automatically defer to the Regiment as opposed to an
opportunity to generate money for the unit fund. CO 3PPCLI
agreed but, asked for the definition of an artifact of Regimental
significance;

(9)

CO 3 PPCLI wanted to know if holdings within a unit are covered
under unit insurance or by the Regimental Museum. Should it all
be registered under the Museum holdings to ensure security and
insurance coverage?;

(10)

COR noted that errors in managing Regimental/bn property had
happened in the past when bases closed. Regardless of where
items originated, this issue needs to be addressed accordingly; and

(11)

CO 1 PPCLI proposed that for the next REC a SITREP on our
current appraisal for the Museum and a recommended way ahead
for accounting of Regimental property, to be provided by RHQ.
This will address the issues mentioned to include insurance
coverage. RM and RAdjt will provide a brief on the current
appraisals and recommend a way ahead for tracking of Regimental
Property, appraisal mechanisms and insurance of said property
(RM/R Adjt).

General Fund Income Statement.
( 1)

RM presented a slide of Q4 of 2013 and Q 1 of 2014 with focus on
Q4 2013. Attention was brought to the low numbers under the
RVCP but it is expected to rebound based on current info ops. The
bottom line was also low as the Regimental Fund had not received
the $10k donation from the units. CO 3 PPCLI sought clarity on
the donation and the AO noted that since 1992 units have been
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donating to the I 00th Anniversary Fund. However, due to the
current kit shop construct it was suggested it be struck from the
ledger;
(2)

CO 3 PPCLI Motion: Strike the requirement for further unit
donations to the I 00 th Anniversary Fund - REC Agreed. Motion
Passed (RM to remove line item from future budgets);

(3)

Revenue - Budget of $205,800 was exceeded by $13,631,
however, $253,696 was generated;

(4)

Charitable Expenditures included the FGB that exceeded its budget
of $22, 500 by $2,991, though it generated $26,600. The
Benevolent Fund (BF) issued $6,000 in grants last year. Under the
constructs of the BF, these expenses cannot be forecasted. AO
noted the BF is tied to long term investments and due to
administrative procedures its displayed against the General Fund;

(5)

Another area of overages was in postage based on the number of
releases in 2014. There was an overage of $2,090 to sp HHC. Net
income for 2014 was $34,000. The numbers for 2014 are on track
and there are no concerns to date;

(6)

CO 3 PPCLI noted that PF allocated from the Bde and wanted to
know who manages the money. It managed by QM I PPCLI.
How does the REC track the fund expending on behalf of the
Regiment. Suggested that the account should be presented to the
REC for visibility. Future financial statements will include the
accounting of PF assigned by Bde will be presented to the REC
(RM/QM 1 PPCLI);

(7)

RM: Museum Income Statement: Presented the slide with focus on
Q4 of2013 and QI of 2014. Revenue for Q4 was $113,929 due
the ongoing support of the Regiment and Association. The 'Trust
Fund' line-item was the donation form Great West Kenworth for
hiring an Archivist;

(8)

Expenditures are included under 'maintenance and repair' as well
as 'procurement': Of note the Frezenberg painting was properly
restored and the Museum procured two Ross Rifles in sp of the
Gallery Renovation. Additionally, the Spall Memorial Cross
initiative cost $2,000. The remainder of large expenditures are
DHH funds committed to specific projects. Less DHH
expenditures, the Regiment spent in $54,000 on Museum sp. No
significant concerns to date. For 2014 QI, the overage in
procurement was for the purchase of the LCol Hugh Niven
artifacts for the Museum;

(9)

PD AO: Warehouse Fund Balance as presented in the last 100th
update planning meeting on IO Apr. Total cash is $724k which
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includes all 100th Anniversary money. It is expected this will grow
by $250k by Jun based on current trends. Total assets and
liabilities are $I.IM. AO will draft up the cash flow management
plan for review (PD AO);
(10)

PD AO: Warehouse Income Statement for Q4 2013 and Ql 2014
was presented the numbers total sales for 2012 were $628k well
above the forecasted $500k. Projected net income was $112k.
Sales forecast for 2014 is a conservative ($567k) and currently on
track to meet goals and exceed them based on the events of the EC,
OC and MBR. REC reviewed assigned charitable expenditures;

(11)

CO 1 PPCLI asked about Skyhawks parachutes based on the
assigned line item. They are expected by 20 Apr with
trial/unveiling on the RMC sunset ceremony 15 May. One flag has
been issued to the AO and the other will remain with the
Skyhawks. The flag will be shared throughout the events of the
100th • After the 1001\ the flags and parachutes will be Regimental
property, loaned to 3 PPCLI;

(12)

AO presented the 100th Income Statement which is a part of the
Warehouse Fund. Total revenue for 2013 was $171k and expected
for 2014 are $256k to include all funding inputs. Expenditures
include down payments on planned events, the final payment for
the book project. Total Expenditures for 2013 were $153,034;

( 13)

CO 2 PPCLI queried about an annual maintenance budget for the
drum lines. AO suggested that it be tied to a future O&M budget
out of RHQ post 100th and specifically kept a Regimental property
to this purpose (RM);

(14)

CO 1 PPCLI noted the down payment for the centennial dinner as
part of the EC Ql line of 2014. AO then described assigned
timelines for payments. Also noted the trooping expenditure was
to secure the contract for bleachers. The Yap Films line item was
part of the public information program, but zeroed once the project
was delayed beyond the 1001\

(15)

CO 3 PPCLI discussed period uniforms on the expenditure line;

(16)

COR asked about maintenance fees for Patricia Park which is
currently sitting with the Association Secretary; and

(17)

CO French Grey Bn inquired about having ERE Patricias involved
in the 100th and FC if funding is available. It was agreed that this
will be difficult given the current environment regarding public
funds.
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5.

Project Updates.
a. Museum.
(1) General - Museum improvements are moving along well thanks to
DHH funds. The Gallery is near completion with some smaller
projects to include upgraded lighting, a donation case and
improvements to the medals display area;
(2) Next projects are additional cabinets fitted with gaskets for
collections and the planned renovation to the Weapons Vault;
(3) CO 3 rd Cdn Div TC-Asked ifDHH funding will sp artifact
cabinetry for additional displays in Wx. (RM) DHH has approved
this concept. RHQ will coordinate with 3 rd Cdn Div TC to
provide cabinets;
(4) The planned account transfer is progressing on the SNAC and we
are awaiting 3 CDSG support IOT finalize account holdings;
(5) Interactive Website Development- The RAdjt is compiling a SOR
for the Museum Web Site;
(6) Archives - Planning is going ahead for the digitization of our
diaries; and
(7) Manning - CO 2 PPCLI has been vetting applicants for Museum
staff and suggested that candidates can come from outside of 2
PPCLI, if necessary. The Chairman of the REC: yes potential
candidates to staff museum positions will come from across the
Regiment, not simply from within 2 PPCLI.
b. HGMP. RHQ's intent is to recondition the vehicles prior to EC. This will
allow RHQ to use vehicles for COMREL.
(1) CO 3 PPCLI inquired about Regimental involvement in the
Calgary Stampede; and
(2) Chairman noted no planned involvement to include Spruce
Meadows at this time.
c. Museum Manning. Chairman noted Capt Peabody was moving to Calgary
as the new GM effective Aug 2014. Sgt Lowes will also be posted to the
Museum. RSM 2 PPCLI noted that not all posting entitlements are inplace. The issue of PLD and LDA will be addressed based on UIC vice
location. It was recognized that the positions are against 2 PPCLI
REMAR and based on discussions with the Guard there may be a time
when serving members may not be permitted to man these positions.
Chairman of the REC is still pursuing EC request to formally align the
positions with 2 PPCLI REMAR. This has not yet been actioned by
Career Managers.
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d. Regimental Manual 2014. Expected update issued in Apr 2014 to include
Guard input and COR TOR. Discussion is required regarding the election
process and criteria for Honourary Patricias. The Chairman of the REC
will discuss this issue with ERE Reps and the REC at a later date. This
can be included in the 2015 edition. Hard copies will be sent to C-in-C,
COR and Lady Patricia. All others can be obtained through
www.ppcli.com.
e. 2013 Patrician. The forecasted expense is $25k.
f.

Voluntary Regimental Contributions Plan (VRCP). There has been an
increase in contributions based on the efforts of unit QMSis. Numbers
were depicted on the slide. It was noted that some members were unaware
of the program or in some cases allotments had been cancelled by clerks
when pers were posted or deployed. VRCP are to be paid throughout
one's career, regardless of posting or deployment. Those who are in
arrears will be dealt with on an individual basis IOT reach a reasonable
solution. Discussion ensued over the misconception that dues are strictly
for gratuities upon retirement and that the funds go toward the charitable
goals of the Regiment.

g. Honours and Awards.

7.

(1)

RM cited the nominations from RHQ for Paul Storwick and Don
Smith for Certificates of Appreciation;

(2)

Don Smith's nomination was accepted; REC Approved,
Unanimously; and

(3)

Discussion followed on Paul Storwick's nomination based on his
combined donation of $72k to the Regiment over the past year and
if a certificate would be appropriate. The Chairman suggested
considering him as a Platinum Sponsor in line with 100th sponsors
and be given acknowledgement IA W the centennial plan. It was
decided to revisit this option at a further date as more discussion is
required for multiple donors and how the Regiment should
acknowledge them.

Guard Update. BGen Erye will replace MGen Day as President of the Guard.

8.
Association Update. COR noted the important work of the Association in
preparing and supporting the 100th • This extends from memorial work to support of the
MBR. They have raised significant funds to date for memorials. Membership has risen
as the 100th approaches and the Regiment needs to recognize those Association members
who are the primary horsepower in sp of projects or events.
9.
Foundation Update. HHC will take place in Edmonton, partnered with MFRC.
The Gala dinner will be on 23 May and the hockey game will be on 24 May. The
Foundation will pay the C-in-C's expenses and the RM will be her ADC.
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10.

New Business.
a.

Battalion Plaques. Created and donated by Sgt (Ret'd) Will (Marty)
Martindale to raise funds for the BF. Discussion on the "PPCLI Brand"
and if these should be promoted. It was decided that RHQ would hold
these items.

b.

The Patrician 2014. Based on the 50th and 75 th anniversary issues options
are available for hard cover vs. soft cover books. RHQ will conduct an
analysis for cost and options for the next REC. The RM also requested
group/sub-unit pictures with names so as to capture as many serving
Patricias as possible for the Patrician 2014. (Battalions/ERE Reps, RM).

c.

100th Collections and Archives. All pertinent documentation for the
centenary must be collected. All final versions of documentation, as well
as event products (programs, seating plans menus etc.) should be pushed
to the PD AO, who will forward complete packages to the RAdjt for
inclusion to our archives. REC Approved, unanimously (PD AO).

d.

PPCLI Facebook. Weekly outreach of estimated 52k pers. As part of our
info ops all units are encouraged to forward any content or requests to
RHQ for posting on the Regimental FaceBook page.

e.

Hype Films: Battle Scars. The producer of the Battle Scars TV series has
offered to showcase the Regiment and our 100th Commemoration in
season three of subj series. There will be no cost to the Regiment, and all
products will be free to the Regiment to add to our archives and use as we
see fit. REC noted that a contractor has already been hired to cover
events of the 100th but this may be a good way to capture another point of
view at no cost to the Regiment. Battle Scars has done work with the
Regiment in the past and has never caused any concern over content or
depiction. Motion to sp this project with the RM to manage. REC
Approved.

f.

Freedom of the City Certificates. The RM presented a framed certificate
which was sent to RHQ from the City of Ottawa. Where should it be
held? After discussion it was decided they be held by RHQ. REC
Agreed, Approved.

g.

PPCLI Oral History Project. An initiative proposed by Karen Storwick
with Robert Curtin to interview Patricia veterans at TMM and the EC.
All products will be made available to our Archives. REC agreed it
should be an ongoing project. Further definition was required and the PD
AO would have to work with Ms. Storwick regarding prioritization of
tasks during the EC. REC Agreed (PD AO).

h.

100th Statues. A limited run of 100 pieces (with serial numbers) for
$295.00 each. PD AO asked the COs if battalions wanted to purchase
specific numbers prior to opening sales to the public. REC will get back
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to the AO on numbers. A single pewter version of the same statue will be
produced for the C-in-C as a gift (PD AO).
i.

Film Competition. Open to all members of the Regiment and intended as
a platform to generate soldiers' interest in the 100th . Contributors may
use Regimental IP images and private images. Proposed submission date
of 1 Jul with a drop box open for image export for 1 May. REC supports
the project except rules, prizes and process need to be further defined and
agreed upon prior to announcing the initiative (PD AO/RM).

J.

Museum Staff Dress. RSM 2 PPCLI. Once the manning issue is
concluded, will the Museum staff to wear 2nd Battalion accoutrements?
Discussion took place on the possible perception being a member of 2
PPCLI geo-located to Calgary. The battalion command team supports the
concept either way. It was determined to be low-risk and a decision for 2
PPCLI command team.

Prepared by:

~:/4c'-

S.G.J. Lerch
Maj
Regimental Secretary

Approved/Net Approved

~

~:

N.J.E. Grimshaw
LCol
Chairman of the REC
Distribution List
Action
PPCLI Regimental Executive Committee
PPCLI Regimental Headquarters//RM/Accts NCO
PPCLI 100th Anniversary Office
Information
Colonel of the Regiment
Regimental Colonel
PPCLI Association//President/Secretary
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